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Drama has
Blunt force
/ FROM PAGE 1
“Women are held to this
ideal of being likeable and
pretty and witty and
supportive. It drives me crazy,”
Blunt says, adding it’s good
to see a woman painted in
a “more truthful, flawed
and human light”.
Still, some things never
change. Much of the
commentary surrounding the
film, annoyingly, has centred
on the fact Blunt is apparently
“too pretty” to play the
troubled Rachel, a narrative
which also drives Blunt to
distraction.
“I think it’s easy to talk
about it in a superficial way.
And I understand why people
are mentioning it, but I think
it’s an easy thing to say,” she
says, rolling her eyes. “I mean
it’s pretty apparent I look like
shit in the movie. But it’s not
about me having some sort of
make-under — this character
is very sad, I had a lot of
empathy for her.”
As Rachel yearns for a
more picture-perfect life, Blunt
gets why society seems to
grow ever more celebrityobsessed.
“We do idealise people’s
lives. We do have that desire
to see behind closed doors.
And I think, specifically, if you
are in the public eye
nowadays, the public is only
presented with images of
perfection, and the red carpet,
and your perfect life,” she
muses. “Nobody ever posts a
picture of their toddler having
a tantrum, or themselves
looking like shit, or them
fighting with their husband.”
For Blunt, it’s all about the
work. In a vastly varied career,
she’s played everything from a
scene-stealing acerbic fashion
magazine assistant in The
Devil Wears Prada to an FBI
agent fighting Mexican drug
cartels in the excellent Sicario,
to a special forces warrior up
against an alien invasion
(alongside Tom Cruise) in
Edge of Tomorrow.
Some films she’s proud of

but some she won’t watch.
These days she says she’s
“more specific” about what
she’s putting out into the
world.
“But I’m very fortunate that
I’m in a position where I’ve
been afforded the opportunity
to be choosy,” she adds. “And
that’s not something I take
lightly. I mean there are some
films of mine I will never
watch for whatever reason.
There are certain roles that
feel a bit flat or superficial. The
girlfriend role is not appealing
to me anymore.”
As for favourite co-stars,
one very famous name sits
atop the list.
“I love Meryl Streep,” she
grins. “Completely.”
Blunt says she understands
why Streep, who she starred
with in The Devil Wears Prada
and Into the Woods, is so
universally adored.
“Meryl is so beloved. She’s
like, ‘Oh, please’. She’s sick of
being beloved. I think she
wants some haters,” grins
Blunt. “But if I ever needed
advice on how to navigate
something in this business, I
would go to her, but I would
also go to her to navigate
something about being a
mother. She’s just one of those
people that’s done it right.”
Next up, the actor is taking
on one of literature’s iconic
characters — Mary Poppins
(again alongside Streep). She
says the line between
excitement and abject terror at
taking on a role so famously
played by Julie Andrews is
excruciatingly fine.
“Yes!” she enthuses. “It’s a
very fine line, and the line
becomes increasingly blurry as
I get closer, but I am incredibly
excited. It’s a heart-racing
project.”
Indeed, Blunt’s husband,
actor John Krasinski (The
Office) who she married in
2010, recently posted a video
online saying the couple’s two
kids will never think he’s cool
compared to a mum who has
played Mary Poppins.
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Magic is being
woven again in a
new film, writes
TIFFANY BAKKER

REALISM, CAREER ADD POLISH
NBA 2K17
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t the place where all
eight Harry Potter
films were shot, the
sprawling
Leavesden Studios
on the outskirts of London,
there exists a bona fide “wand
department”.
UK actor Eddie Redmayne
is not immune to the
excitement about such things.
“You walk in there and you
have people who you talk to at
length about what kind of
wand your character might
have and they come up with
seven different designs and
you go: ‘Hmm, not sure he’d
have one with animal leather,
but he might like shells and
wood’.”
Indeed, the Oscar-winner
says the lure of the wand
might have played “a small
part” in attracting him to the
role of magical beast
whisperer Newt Scamander in
the latest movie to emerge
from the Harry Potter
universe, Fantastic Beasts and
Where to Find Them.
The film is again from the
magnificent mind of writer JK
Rowling, based on her 2001
book of the same name. The
difference this time is that she
has written the screenplay for
the first time. Says the film’s
director, David Yates: “She’s
brilliant at that, too.”
Redmayne, during a break
in filming, is still dressed,
nattily, in the bluish velvet
tuxedo of the quirky
Scamander. “The dream of
doing one of these films is
everything you’d imagine,” he
says. “It’s such a rare and
wonderful thing.
“It’s a dream to get to enter
JK Rowling’s imagination, but
to get to enter it playing an
original character that doesn’t
have the legacy of all the
(Harry Potter) books and
people’s expectation of that ...
“It’s someone we’ve been
able to craft, and David (Yates)
and Jo (Rowling) have allowed
me to bring in some elements
of my own.”
Set in 1920s New York, the
story follows the David
Attenborough-esque
Scamander and his suitcase
full of Magical Beasts, who
have come to the big smoke
for a meeting at the Magical
Congress of the USA (think
Potter’s Ministry of Magic).
As is usually the way, things
go askew and Scamander’s
beloved magical beasts are
accidentally set free, so
magical hell breaks loose.
The film is considered
something of a prequel or
spin-off to the Harry Potter
series and marks the first — if
things go well at the box office
— in a trilogy.
Indeed, Yates, who helmed
four of the films in the Potter
series, admits he had a few
reservations about stepping
back into Rowling’s world.
“I was really nervous about
coming back because I had
only been away for a few
years, but I read the script and
I thought it was moving, fresh
and different.”
He admits there were a few
other, more basic, reasons for
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REDMAYNE WITH
DIRECTOR DAVID
YATES (ABOVE)
AND CO-STAR
KATHERINE
WATERSTON.

signing on. “The thought of
someone else directing it made
me very possessive and I
thought, ‘I can’t let anyone
else do this’,” smiles the softly
spoken Brit. “I had to come
back and do it myself.”
The set design of Fantastic
Beasts and Where to Find
Them, helmed by production
designer Stuart Craig, can only
be described as jaw dropping.
The attention to detail is
staggering, so much so that
you feel as if you have been
dropped into a Lower East
Side tenement of the 1920s.

‘I HAD TO FILM
THIS WAND DUEL
LAST WEEK AND
THE NEXT DAY
I HAD WHAT
CAN ONLY BE
DESCRIBED AS
WAND ELBOW’
KATHERINE WATERSTON
“The scale of the sets is
amazing,” says Redmayne,
adding he’s infinitely more
comfortable when working
with a physical structure than
with a green screen. “I don’t
have a very good imagination.
I’ve done a green screen film
before, and trying to picture
the environment that you’re in
is complicated.
“What’s been wonderful
about this is they really have
built such stunning sets. Stand
on the backlot and you have
Model T Fords going
everywhere, extras as far as
the eye can see, smoke coming
out of the funnels like you’re
on a New York street.”
The film’s cast is rounded
out by the likes of Colin
Farrell, Ron Perlman and
rising star Katherine
Waterston (who spent time in
Australia this year filming
Alien: Covenant).
Like Redmayne, Waterston
is pretty much beside herself

over working on a project
written by the iconic Rowling.
“Obviously, her presence is
felt constantly here,” says the
American actor, who plays
Tina, a “recently demoted
witch” with confidence issues.
“It’s nice to come into a
universe that’s so loved and so
well known, and she trusts us
enough to stay away and to let
us fill in some of the blanks
ourselves and have some
freedom in it. Worst-case
scenario, her going: ‘What?
This is horrible’.”
Waterston, however, had a
few wand issues.
“I had to film this wand
duel last week and the next
day I had what can only be
described as ‘wand elbow’ — I
was miserable,” she says,
grinning. “I’m a weakling so
it’s really physically
demanding, but I don’t know
how a normal person who has
muscles would feel. I do have a
new-found appreciation for
anyone who has ever played
James Bond, though.”
For his part, Yates reckons
the story will have an even
wider appeal than that of the
bespectacled boy wizard.
“It feels very fresh. It’s not
at a school — it’s out in the
real world. And the theme’s
generally a little more
complex, I would say. Magic
and wizarding is forbidden and
repressed so there is a
community of wizards hidden
because they’ve been
persecuted in the past; they
hide from the rest of us. It’s
about what happens when
your true instincts and who
you are is repressed and how
that can lead to something
dangerous.
“It’s in this wonderfully
kaleidoscopic world Jo creates.
It has some similarities to
Potter and it’s a lot of fun, but
it’s also tender and emotional.
There is a lot of magic as well.
It’s a very rich cake.”
FANTASTIC BEASTS AND
WHERE TO FIND THEM
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THERE is no doubt in this
reviewer’s mind the NBA 2K
series is the best franchise of
sports games there is.
It has scanned in nearly
every player in the NBA and it
shows.
Although a few players
look a bit thinner and lankier
than their real-life
counterparts, for the most
part they look and behave
exactly how they should.
Instead of resting on their
laurels, there is a tonne of
new stuff this year. For the
patriots among us, the
inclusion of the 2016
Australian Boomers Olympic
basketball team is a big deal.
For those more careerminded, this year’s My Career
mode is new and improved.
Last year’s effort was
resoundingly panned for its
terrible writing and acting.
This year, though, they’ve
gone back to basics.

There is no overarching
storyline about the jerk friend
riding your coat-tails, merely
a story about a hardworking
basketball player with lofty
expectations to live up to.
HERALDSUN.COM.AU
The acting
by Michael B
Jordan and cameos by real
players and coaches is icing
on the cake.
You choose how much
time to spend training and
finally that training pays off
beyond knowing your player
better — it actually increases
your skills cap.
While the game is so close
to perfect, two things that
prevent it from being a 5/5.
The first is how the players

move: it’s almost impossible
to get them to go and stay
exactly where you want
because they have a weird
relationship with the floor.
It’s not a big problem, but
it’s irksome.
The second issue is, for a
nearly $100 game, it has the
micro transactions of a freeto-play app. You can pay (a
lot of) real money to make
your player suck less, buy
outfits, shoes and temporary
buffs. You shouldn’t feel like
to have to spend money to
make a game more fun.
/ Bottom line 2K has
another winner with this
almost perfect game.
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WHAT is a sentient ball (a
moon?) doing bouncing
around space searching for
gems? Who knows? But it’s
really fun. The surprising
thing is that it’s really
difficult to master. It looks so
basic, however it’s more
difficult than getting through
an asteroid belt in Star Wars.
It would be the perfect
free app if it wasn’t for the
intrusive ads that pop up
every third loss or so (they
can be banished for $1.49).

MATCHING colours is
something most of us grow
out of in kindergarten. But
it’s still a good exercise for
brain training and reflex time
improvements. That seems
to be what’s at the core of
Higher Higher. The four
colour bars at the bottom
change colour every time the
little square hits the wall, and
the little square changes
colour when you match it
with the bar. It’s a little too
simple to be played for long.

THIS poses itself as an IQ
test, yet mostly seems to be
a test of your ability to
operate a smartphone.
That’s about the level you
can expect from Tricky
Test 2. It’s a nice distraction
if that’s what you’re in the
mood for, but it won’t
achieve any brain training or
intelligence-testing goals
that efficiently. At the very
least, it’ll encourage more
use of the accelerometer
and multi-touch.
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RAZER BLADE STEALTH
(FROM $1549.95)
GAMERS are stuck in a weird laptop buying
zone. They want something to play games
on, but also a laptop that doesn’t require
weight training. The Razer Blade Stealth is a
powerful Ultrabook that will do just about
everything you need to do on the go. It has
an Intel Core i7 processor, 12.5-inch 4K
touch display, 8GBs of RAM and eight hours
of battery life. Plus, the keyboard lights up
with up to 16.8 million colours a key.
On its own, it’s not going to be a gaming
powerhouse. But plug it into the Razer Core
external graphics enclosure, and it turns
into the gaming desktop of your dreams.
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